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   About Bio Green Clean

Remember, Bio Green Clean goes a long way! If you ever notice a film or streaks on  
a surface after using Bio Green Clean, this simply means that you are using too strong  
a dilution.

Avoid diluting with hard well water. If your tap water is very hard, it is advised that you 
purchase inexpensive distilled water for diluting. Avoid mixing with bleach, peroxide, 
2-butoxethanol, sodium phosphates and other commonly used cleaning chemicals.

Dilution Formula:  
What’s the easiest formula for mixing concentrate & water for any appliation?

Here is a simple formula to follow for mixing any dilution:  
Example: How to mix a 3:1 dilution.

1. add 3 + 1 = 4 

2. 32 oz (container) divided by 4 = 8 (oz of concentrate) 

3. So, add 8 oz of concentrate to a 32 oz Spray bottle 
    and fill with 24 oz of good tap water. Now, you have  
   3:1 dilution!

It is important to understand that when mixing different  
dilutions for different applications that exact dilutions are  
not written in stone. Do not make rocket science out of using  
Bio Green Clean. When you are new to the product, it will  
greatly help to experiment and become accustomed to this  
wonderful and versatile cleaning formula. Also, remember  
that Bio Green Clean goes a long way!

Dilution Chart (based on 32 oz spray bottle)

Parts Water              Parts Bio Green Clean concentrate

   Dear Friends, 

At Bio Green Clean, we believe chemical-free living starts at home and then extends to 

the world around us. The choices we make  as consumers directly impact the earth, so 

it is important to choose wisely. However, we also recognize that it is important to keep 

our homes and living spaces clean.

That’s why we’ve developed a revolutionary cleaning product to easily and effectively 

break down and eliminate dirt without harming you or your family. Bio Green Clean is 

an industrial-strength, all-natural, biodegradable, multi-purpose cleaner and degreaser. 

Created from  plant-derived goodness, Bio Green Clean is strong enough to tackle the 

toilet, yet gentle enough for babies’ toys.

Simply put, Bio Green Clean is tough on dirt and grime, but easy on you and the planet. 

It’s specially formulated to dissolve even the toughest messes without toxins or harmful 

fumes. The result? A pure cleaning product you can trust to provide a true clean that is 

safe, sustainable, and in step with nature. Best of all, it works hard so you don’t have to!

Thank you for purchasing Bio Green Clean. We’re confident that once you use it, you’ll 

love it!

 • No peroxide

 • No ammonia

 • No bleach

 • No sodium laurel sulfate

 • No phosphates

 • No 2-butoxethanol

 • No animal testing

 • No annoying fragrances, perfumes or dyes

 • No toxic fumes
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16 oz water :  

16 oz BGC

473 ml : 473 ml

24 oz water : 

8 oz BGC

710 ml : 236 ml

27 oz water :  

5 oz BGC

828 ml : 118 ml

31.5 oz water : 

.5 oz BGC

931 ml : 15 ml

31 oz water :  

1 oz BGC

916 ml : 30 ml

1:1 3 :1 7:1 31:1 63:1



   Cleaning Applications and Suggestions
Acrylic Surfaces**
Bio Green Clean will clean acrylic surfaces including shower stalls, hot tubs, bath tubs,  
etc., and all related surfaces much better than any product available on the market today.  
Bio Green Clean will leave your hot tub looking as good as new! Use a 3:1 dilution: dampen 
surface, spray, scrub and rinse. For stubborn or built-up grime, it is best to allow to soak for  
just a few minutes before scrubbing. Rinse and allow to dry. If desired, you can buff out with  
a clean, soft cotton cloth.

 **Never use an abrasive sponge or a “scrub” sponge on an acrylic surface. This may scratch  
     and permanently scar the surface.

Animal Habitats
Cleans all animal and pet shelters, kennels, horse stables, horse tack, barns, kitty litter boxes,  
food and water bowl and anything related to your four legged friends! Spray, scrub and rinse!

Aquariums and all related equipment
Bio Green Clean is great for cleaning aquariums and all related articles and equipment. Empty  
all materials and soak in a bucket with 2 oz of concentrate. Let soak for at least one hour. Scrub 
and rinse thoroughly. Spray Bio Green Clean into aquarium; let soak for a few minutes, scrub 
well and rinse.

Automobiles: exterior and interior
To clean your car exterior:
Rinse off entire car to remove dust, excess dirt, etc. Fill a bucket or pail with 2-3+ gallons  
of warm water; add 1-1½ oz of Bio Green Clean concentrate. Thoroughly wash a section at 
a time with a good sponge, and rinse. Buff out with a shammy or soft, clean cotton towel, 
preferably before it dries. For wheels, rinse first to remove dust, etc. Spray on a 3:1 ratio. 
Scrub with brush, rinse. If streaks or film is noticed, the dilution is too strong.

To clean your car interior:
Vacuum out dust/dirt. Spray Bio Green Clean onto a clean sponge or soft cotton cloth. 
Scrub all interior: seats, fabric, doors, dash, etc. Buff out with clean, soft cotton cloth,  
if desired. For all interior and exterior glass and mirrors, use glass cleaning instructions.

Bacteria, Germs, Viruses, etc.
In abidance with FDA laws, Bio Green Clean can not make certain claims on our website, on 
our labels and advertising, in relation to eliminating bacteria, germs, viruses, mold, mildew, 
algae and other contaminates. When using Bio Green Clean, our customers come to a common 
conclusion... “why would anyone use anything else? All of your cleaning tasks’ results are so 
compelling and so astonishingly clean!” Use 3:1 dilution — spray, soak, scrub and rinse.

Barbecue Grills: outdoor grills
Bio Green Clean is very effective at cleaning grills, including cooking surfaces and steel grates.  
To clean grills, remove what you can from the grill with a brush or scraper. Dampen the surface, 
then spray Bio Green Clean on thoroughly. Let it soak for 10-15 minutes and scrub with a stiff 
brush. Rinse.

Bathroom Cleaning — toilets, tile, bathtub, showers and more
Tile/Grout
Bio Green Clean works great on both tile and grout in the shower and on tile floors. It will do 
a great job on the hardest cleaning tasks that are a problem for practically every household.

Toilets
Bio Green Clean works incredibly well on any type of porcelain fixture. Simply spray on 
Bio Green Clean thoroughly and let soak for up to 2 minutes. Scrub well with scrubby 
sponge or brush. Rinse well and wipe with sponge or soft cloth. Looks brand new! And  
so very clean!
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All Other Bathroom Surfaces
Use a 3:1 dilution. Spray Bio Green Clean on all surfaces. Let soak for just a moment. 
Scrub until clean and rinse with clean, rinsed sponge. Bio Green Clean is great for all tile, 
porcelain, fiberglass, plastic and stainless steel. Buff out all surfaces with soft, cotton 
cloth when cleaning is completed, if desired.

Bird Cages, Bird Baths and Feeders 
Any pets, animals and birds that are living in a confined space are always going to require  
cleaning and de-odorizing. This is not only important for the owner but even more important 
for the well being and longevity of any creatures. Bird cages are usually a relatively small and 
confined area. It is important to maintain a pristine environment. Remove all loose matter and 
discard. Spray a 3:1 dilution, soak, scrub and rinse well. Repeat as needed.

Blinds and Window Coverings 
For any type of dusting that is always needed on a regular basis. A light dilution is all that is 
required. A 10:1 dilution is satisfactory. Spray onto a clean, damp sponge or cloth.  Wipe and 
allow to dry. Rinse out the sponge or cloth often with fresh water, wring out and proceed.

Boating and all marine related equipment
Bio Green Clean will provide incredible results for all boating and all marine related equipment.  
Bio Green Clean will make your hull look like brand new. Fiberglass hull cleaning is one of 
Bio Green Clean’s greatest feats!

Dampen surface, spray, scrub and allow soaking.  
Repeat process and rinse off with hose.

Carpet Cleaning:  
cleaning carpets by hand or machine
Bio Green Clean can do an excellent job cleaning  
carpets, by hand or with a machine.

Carpet cleaning machines
Carpet cleaning machines differ in how they perform  
with our product, and experimentation is necessary. You  
can always add more Bio Green Clean if your dilution is too  
weak. We recommend starting with a dilution of 10 parts water  
to 1 part Bio Green Clean concentrate. You may need to work up to  
a 3:1 ratio of water to Bio Green Clean.

We cannot guarantee that Bio Green Clean will work on every stain, depending  
on how old the stain is or whether other cleaning products have been used.

There are many different types and makes of carpet cleaning machines. Bio Green Clean 
will work in all machines. You will have to experiment to find the best dilution for your 
type of machine. Sweep or vacuum away loose dirt and dust. Use your carpet cleaning 
machine and cover the area to be cleaned thoroughly. Let it soak for about 10-15 minutes. 
Complete the cycle with your machine. Let it dry completely before you walk across the 
cleaned area.

Cleaning carpet by hand
Try a 7:1 ratio (7 parts water to 1 part Bio Green Clean) at first. You can always make it 
stronger or weaker depending on your needs. Vacuum or sweep loose dirt and dust, and 
dampen the surface to be cleaned. Spray the Bio Green Clean dilution on the area and 
work it into the carpet fibers by hand or brush, or with a clean, damp rag. Let it soak for 
a few minutes and work into the fibers again. Blot out the area with a clean damp sponge 
and allow to dry.

Clothing
Fill a bucket, pail or tub with 5 gallons of warm water. Add 1 cup Bio Green Clean concentrate. 
Agitate dilution and allow article to soak for at least 1-2 hours. Rinse and repeat, if necessary.*

  *Another suggestion is to run your stained article of clothing in your laundry machine after  
    completing the first step in this cleaning tip.



Computer and Laptop Screens
Electronic screens will be cleaned very well using Bio Green Clean, but the directions must be  
followed precisely! Power down unit and allow the screen to cool to room temperature. A 3:1  
dilution can be used. Use a damp sponge in good condition. Spray one small squirt onto the 
sponge. Wipe about a 1-2 square foot section at a time and buff out with a very soft cotton cloth 
(before each section has a chance to dry).

Concrete, Masonry, Stone, etc.
General cleaning: dampen surface. Spray on a 3:1 dilution, scrub and rinse. Soaking is  
suggested. For tough stains, oil and gasoline stains, see “Oil Stains”.

Counter Tops: all types
This applies to all counter tops: granite, marble, tile, natural stone, manufactured stone, or 
Formica. Remove any loose dirt/dust, as you do not want to grind any loose, obvious matter into 
the surface. Lightly spray (2-3 small squirts) 3:1 (3 parts water to one part Bio Green Clean  
concentrate) or even weaker onto a clean, damp sponge. Wipe surface thoroughly. Continue to 
rinse sponge often and re-apply the Bio Green Clean dilution to the sponge. Works better to do 
about 2-3 square feet at a time. Buff out with a very soft, clean cotton cloth, before it has a 
chance to dry. If you see streaks you are using it too strong!

Creosote and soot from wood burning stoves and fireplaces
Use a 3:1 dilution. Spray, soak, scrub and rinse off. Repeat if necessary. A stronger dilution  
may be necessary.

Decks and Siding: outside deck and siding cleaning
Bio Green Clean is great at removing all grime, dirt, bird droppings, etc., from decks, including  
wood, as well as composite decks (such as Trex) and siding. First, remove loose matter from the 
surface with a garden hose. While the surface is still damp, spray on a 3:1 (3 parts water to 1 
part Bio Green Clean concentrate) and let it soak for a minute or two. Then scrub with a brush. 
You can purchase a good, stiff brush with a long handle at most hardware stores. This works  
very well for decks and siding. Rinse the deck and let dry. Repeat if desired.

Dentures
Dentures can cleaned very well with Bio Green Clean.  
Soak for a ½ hour in a 7:1 dilution. Rinse thoroughly  
with tap water.

Dishwashing Machine
Spray each rack in your machine with several squirts  
of a 3:1 Bio Green Clean dilution. Use about ½ of your 
normal dishwashing machine soap. Run machine as  
normal. Excellent! Sparkling clean!

Drains: cleaning and freshening drains 
Bio Green Clean will most certainly help to remove odors  
and help to relieve clogged drains. Add ½ cup concentrate  
to any drain and add 1 cup water to the drain. Allow to  
sit for at least 1 hour before flushing with clear water.  
For stubborn drains, allow to sit overnight.

Eyeglass Cleaning with Bio Green Clean
Dampen lenses. Spray a small amount and wipe with soft cloth or sponge. Rinse and buff out 
with clean, soft cotton cloth.

Fiberglass Surfaces (see Acrylics)

Filters: cleaning air duct, dehumidifier and air conditioner filters
Remove filter and soak in a tub or bucket. Add 3 gallons of very warm water and add ¾ cup of 
concentrate. Let filters soak for one to eight hours, depending on how dirty the filters are. Rinse 
thoroughly and allow to completely dry.

Fish Odors (see Odors)

Floor Cleaning: cleaning all types of floors including  
wood, laminate wood, tile, travertine tile, vinyl and linoleum, granite, etc.
Add 1-2 oz of Bio Green Clean Concentrate to 3-4 gallons of clean, warm or hot water. Mop or 
scrub thoroughly. Allow to dry. Your floors will look and feel cleaner than ever before. If you are  
using our 32 oz Ready-to-Use spray, simply spray Bio Green Clean on the floor evenly and mop/
scrub until clean.

Furniture: all types, indoor and outdoor
Use a 3:1 dilution, the 32 oz Ready-to-Use Spray, or add 1 oz of Bio Green Clean concentrate 
to 1-2 gallons of fresh water. Use a sponge or cloth and wipe the furniture. Bio Green Clean will 
work great on fabric, wood and leather.

Garbage Cans and Trash Cans
Bio Green Clean is a must to keep your trash cans like new! Make those nasty odors and pesky 
bugs a thing of the past! Rinse out your garbage/trash cans with the garden hose. Thoroughly 
spray Bio Green Clean into the can and allow to soak for at least a few minutes. Scrub, rinse 
and re-apply if needed. Allow to dry.

Gasoline Spillage
Spills: Remove excess with saw dust or kitty litter. Thoroughly spray on a 1:1 or a 2:1 dilution. 
Allow to soak for at least a few minutes. Scrub and rinse. Repeated applications may be necessary.

Glass and Mirrors: cleaning glass and mirrors with Bio Green Clean
Bio Green Clean will do an excellent job cleaning your glass and mirrors. In a bowl or small  
pail, fill with a quart of fresh tap water. If you are using the 32 oz Ready-to-Use Spray, add 5  
or 6 squirts. If you are using concentrate, add about ½ teaspoon. If you wish to mix your glass  
cleaning dilution in a 32 oz spray bottle, simply add ½-1 tsp. and fill the bottle with good,  
soft water. Dip a clean sponge into the dilution. Wring out and wipe a 2-3 square foot section 
thoroughly. Before the cleaned section has a chance to dry, wipe with a paper towel or clean,  
soft cotton cloth. It is important that when the dilution becomes dirty, discard and re-mix a  
new dilution. Doing this will provide much better results!

Grime, Mold, Mildew 
Dampen surface. Spray a 3:1 dilution and allow to soak for a minute or more. Scrub and rinse; 
repeat if necessary.

Grout Cleaning
If tile grout is not properly sealed when it is installed, different types of grime can build up, 
discolor and may become embedded into the grout. Using a 3:1 Bio Green Clean dilution 
(same as the 32 oz Ready-to-Use spray) with a stiff tooth brush works great. Soaking for a  
while (10 minutes or so) is key. Next, scrub thoroughly with the tooth brush and rinse.

Remember, if grout is not sealed properly it may become quite a problem. Over time, stains  
will only worsen. For cleaning and maintaining grout, Bio Green Clean will do a great job! If  
the problems are very deeply embedded, you may have to replace the grout.

Hard Water Stains
Hard water stains are the results of certain minerals present in your tap water. Well water is  
usually the worst. Some local, non-well tap water can also be considered to be hard water.  
Minerals that cause the most common stains are iron (red/orange stains), copper (green stains), 
nickel and calcium (grayish-white). Bio Green Clean will do an excellent job, unless the stains 
are very deeply embedded into the surface, especially on porcelain. Spray a 2:1 or a 3:1**  
dilution onto the surface and scrub. Spray again and allow to soak for at least a few minutes  
or longer. Scrub and rinse. Repeated applications may be needed.

 **Bio Green Clean’s 32 oz Ready-to-Use spray is diluted at 3:1.

Hot Tubs (see Acrylic Surfaces)
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Jewelry Cleaning
Mix a dilution of 7:1. Seven parts water to one part Bio Green Clean concentrate or mix the 
3:1, pre-diluted spray to equal parts water. Dip your jewelry piece into the dilution and wipe 
thoroughly with a soft, cotton cloth.

Laundry Booster and Fabric Softener 
Bio Green Clean can be used as very effective laundry booster to really get your laundry extra 
clean. You may not ever need to use bleach and fabric softener again! **Replace that obnoxious, 
perfumed and chemical ridden bleach and fabric softener forever! Bio Green Clean will leave all 
your washables naturally soft and healthy. Just add 1-2 oz of Bio Green Clean to your laundry’s 
wash cycle. We have heard reports from numerous customers that have replaced their laundry 
soap with just Bio Green Clean. While other folks have reported that they still use their laundry 
soap, but they use ½ of their normal amount, add Bio Green Clean and find that their results 
have greatly improved! We suggest that you experiment and find best what works for you.  
Another suggestion for the laundry with tough stains, is to add 2-3 oz of Bio Green Clean 
concentrate to your laundry. Start the cycle for a few minutes and then pause your machine  
and allow the load to soak for an hour or two and then run the cycle as normal.

**It is strongly advised, that if you have a septic system/leech field, that you never use  
   powdered soap products of any kind in your home. Powdered soap products will ultimately  
   cause great damage to your septic system.

Leather Cleaning
Remove loose dirt/dust. Spray 7:1 dilution onto a clean, damp sponge or cloth. Wipe leather 
thoroughly. Be sure to rinse out sponge or cloth often and reapply Bio Green Clean. Remember, 
a little Bio Green Clean goes a long way! Do not over use. Buff out with clean, soft dry cotton cloth.

Marble and Granite Surfaces (see Counter Tops: all types)

Metal Surfaces including iron, aluminum, etc. 
Use a 3:1 up to a 10:1 dilution. Spray and wipe with a sponge or cloth. Buff out with a clean, 
soft, cotton cloth, if desired.

Microwave Ovens
Use a 3:1 dilution. Spray, soak, scrub and wipe out with a clean, damp sponge or a clean, soft 
cloth. As accidents do happen in these type of appliances, sometimes food substances may 
become cooked on and hardened inside. No problem! Soaking for a few minutes extra will help. 
Sometimes repeat applications are necessary.

Odors 
One of the greatest attributes of Bio Green Clean is its’ ability to neutralize and get rid of bad 
odors. Refrigerators, garbage and trash cans. Pet odors, including urine and feces, kitty litter 
boxes and all animal related odors (see “Animal Habitats”), are all successfully removed with 
Bio Green Clean. Clothing articles (see “Laundry”), upholstery, furniture, walls, ceilings... the  
list is practically endless... even your hands and skin that absorb unwanted odors.

A 3:1 dilution works great! Simply spray, soak, scrub and rinse. Repeat process as many times 
as required.

Oil and Grease Stains: cleaning garage oil and grease stains
Remove excess spillage with saw dust or kitty litter and discard. Spray on full strength Bio Green 
Clean, 1:1 or a 2:1 dilution; scrub. Re-apply, scrub, again and allow to soak for at least ½ hour, 
up to 2 hours. Rinse with fresh water or remove with rag. Repeat if necessary.

Oven Cleaning and Oven Rack Cleaning 
Oven interiors can be a real problem; one of the hardest cleaning tasks to do! Conventional oven 
cleaners are always heavy acids that are quite toxic to work with. They are very harmful to use, 
especially on a frequent basis. The fumes are extremely hazardous.

Oven interiors: Baked on carbons, grease, etc., is going to require elbow grease and a strong 
Bio Green Clean dilution. If your oven has a self cleaning feature, it is advised to use this 
feature, first and foremost.

1. Mix a 1:1 dilution or use full strength.
2. Remove racks.
3. Scrape out any excess debris from the inside of the oven. Spray Bio Green Clean on 
thoroughly and allow to soak for at least 1 hour.
4. scrub and scrape.
5. Remove debris and repeat process until desired results are obtained. 

Oven Racks: remove racks from oven and place in a tub or large bucket. Fill with very hot 
water and 1 cup of Bio Green Clean concentrate. Allow to soak for at least 2 hours. If the 
racks are very dirty, allow to soak overnight. Next, scrub with scrub sponge or stiff brush. 
Rinse and allow to dry.

Pet Care: bathing your pets with Bio Green Clean
Will make your pet’s coat or fur lustrous, soft and odor free! Dampen coat or fur. Spray on a 3:1 
or weaker dilution. Massage into coat. Rinse and dry with a towel. Excellent cleaner for all animals.

Plastic Surfaces (see Acrylics)

Power Washers 
Power washers and Bio Green Clean is a perfect match! Simply fill the reservoir with concentrate 
and use machine as normal. All machines perform differently, so you may need to fill the reservoir 
with a weaker dilution. It is suggested for tough cleaning, that scrubbing with a stiff brush works 
great. Dampen surface, use your power washer, scrub and rinse. This is the ultimate process!

Prepping Walls for re-painting
Remove, sweep or vacuum loose dust and dirt from the wall. Wash with a 3:1 dilution and allow 
to dry, thoroughly. Prime or paint as usual.

Screens: electronics /computer monitor, laptop (see Computer and Laptop Screens)

Shower Stalls (see Bathroom Cleaning)

Sinks: all types, including stainless steel, porcelain, enamel, cast iron 
For cleaning all other stainless steel surfaces, see “Stainless Steel Cleaning”.

Use a 3:1 dilution and spray sink thoroughly. Scrub with scrub sponge or brush.  
For tough spots, allow to soak for a few minutes and scrub. Rinse with fresh tap water.

Slime: Is Bio Green Clean effective against slime?
Yes. Bio Green Clean is extremely effective against slime. Use 
a 3:1 solution or Bio Green Clean 32 oz Ready-to Use spray. 
Scrub until clean and rinse thoroughly.

Soap Scum
Soap scum can be a real problem, especially if the problem  
has been present for a considerable length of time. A main  
culprit is cheap bar soap which is often produced  
with beef tallow, although almost all bar soaps  
can cause a build up of scum on shower stalls,  
sliding glass shower doors, sinks and bath  
tub surfaces. Sometimes the scum can  
become so embedded into a surface that it  
may be impossible to remove with any product,  
even acids. Bio Green Clean will usually do an  
excellent job. Simply dampen surface. Spray on  
a 3:1 dilution, let soak for at least a couple of  
minutes, scrub and rinse. Repeated applications  
may be necessary.
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Stainless Steel Surface Cleaning (for cleaning stainless steel sinks, see “Sinks”)
Mix a 3:1 dilution. Spray 1 small squirt onto a clean, damp sponge or a slightly damp, clean, 
soft cotton cloth. Wipe a 2' x 2' section. Rinse out sponge often with fresh water and repeat  
process until the entire appliance/surface is clean. Before each section has a chance to dry, 
buff out with a slightly damp, clean, soft cotton cloth, if desired. If you are using Bio Green 
Clean’s pre-diluted Ready-to-Use spray, simply spray a small, single squirt onto a sponge or cloth 
and proceed. If you notice any streaking, this simply means you are using too much product. 
Remember, that for many applications, a little amount of Bio Green Clean goes a long way!

Stains from Animals: cleaning animal stains and odors (also see “Urine and Feces Stains”) 
Pet stains and odors can be a huge problem, but many of our customers have had great  
success eliminating unpleasant odors/stains with Bio Green Clean. You may have to try  
repeated applications.

1. Dampen surface. 
2. Spray on a 3:1 dilution (3 parts water to one part Bio Green Clean concentrate 
    or you can use the 32 oz Ready-to-Use spray).
3. Work into fibers thoroughly, let soak and blot out with clean damp sponge.
4. Repeat if necessary, then allow to dry.
**If the urine has soaked very deeply into the carpet pad under the carpet, extra cleaning
   and extra applications may be needed. In very extreme cases, you may have to replace  
   the carpet and the carpet pad.

Stains on Fabric, Linen, Clothing, etc. 
Stains on any type of fabric can be very hard to remove, especially if the stain has been there  
for a long duration of time. Coffee, wine, blood, grease, marker pen, fruit/berries, cosmetics, 
oils, etc., can all create stains. Bio Green Clean to the rescue!

First, dampen area with the stain and spray on a 3:1 dilution or use the Bio Green Clean 32 oz  
Ready-to-Use spray. Saturate the area to be cleaned. Rub gently. Allow to soak for at least ½  
hour. Rinse. Another suggestion is to soak in your washing machine with cool water and 3 oz of 
Bio Green Clean concentrate. Start the wash cycle for a few minutes and then pause and allow 
to soak for a few minutes, up to a few hours. Complete the cycle and dry as normal.

Swimming Pools 
Bio Green Clean will clean all surfaces of outdoor swimming pools, whether they are fiberglass, 
acrylic or painted concrete. Simply use a 3:1 dilution; dampen surface, spray, scrub and rinse.

Tile: all types including ceramic, travertine, porcelain, etc. For tile floors, see “Floor Cleaning”
Lightly spray a 3:1 dilution. Scrub with sponge or brush. Rinse and buff out with a soft, cotton 
cloth, if desired.

Tobacco Stains, Residue and Odors
Bio Green Clean will do an outstanding job at removing tobacco stains, residue and odors. 
Without question, these types of stains and odors are some of the worst!

Simply use a 3:1 dilution, or, add 1-2 oz of Bio Green Clean concentrate to 2 gallons of fresh, 
warm water. Scrub with sponge or cloth. It will work best if you continuously rinse out your 
sponge or cloth with fresh water as you proceed. Allow to dry. The problem is solved!

Tools and all Shop Equipment
Keep all of your tools and shop equipment in top condition! Use a 3:1 dilution. spray, scrub 
and wipe with a soft, cotton cloth.

Tree Sap: cleaning tree sap with Bio Green Clean
Remove excess and spray on a 1:1 or a 2:1 dilution of Bio Green Clean. Work into surface, 
scrub and scrape off. Repeat if needed.

Urine and Feces Stains: animal stains (also see “Stains from Animals”) 
Pet stains and odors can be a huge problem, but many of our customers have had great success 
eliminating unpleasant odors/stains with Bio Green Clean. You may have to try repeated applica-
tions**. Dampen surface. Spray on a 3:1 dilution (3 parts water to one part Bio Green Clean 
concentrate or you can use the 32 oz Ready-to-Use spray). Work into fibers thoroughly, let soak 
and blot out with clean damp sponge. Repeat if necessary. Allow to dry.

**If the urine has soaked very deeply into the carpet pad under the carpet, extra cleaning and
   extra applications may be needed. In very extreme cases, you may have to replace the carpet
   and the carpet pad.

Wheels, including aluminum, alloy, steel, etc, factory and custom
Hose off thoroughly to remove loose dust, etc. Spray on a 3:1 dilution and allow to soak  
for a couple of minutes. Scrub with brush or rag. Rinse off. Repeat process, if needed.

Windshield Washer Alternative
Common windshield washer fluid is a brightly colored liquid made of methanol, a poisonous  
alcohol. This is not a safe chemical for the environment. We discovered that Bio Green Clean 
can provide a great windshield washer alternative. Use in warm climates and/or warm months  
in cold climates. Do not use in the freezing months of the year if you live in a cold climate. 
First, when your windshield washer  
reservoir is empty, flush it out a bit  
with the garden hose. Next add  
about ¾ of an ounce of Bio Green 
Clean concentrate and fill with water. 
This works great at washing and  
getting all of those splattered bugs  
off your windshield!

Wood Surfaces:  
all wood surfaces including  
cabinetry, furniture, trim, etc.
Spray small amount of Bio Green 
Clean on clean damp sponge or cloth. 
Wipe until clean. Polish with soft,  
clean cloth, if desired.

   Hydroponics Equipment Cleaning
Can it be used to clean gardening equipment?
Bio Green Clean can be used for virtually any type of gardening equipment, such as: clay pots, 
plastic accessories, all metal gardening tools, benches, tile, fountains, ponds, pools, landscaping  
materials and tools, aquariums, pumps, etc. Simply use a 3:1 dilution. Spray, scrub and rinse.

Cleaning Your Entire Growing Area
In a small bucket, pour 2 oz of Bio Green Clean. Add ½ gallon of clean water. Scrub all surfaces 
until clean. Allow to dry.

Cloning Machines 
Cloning machines often become clogged and dirty. Break down components and place in tub. 
Soak in 4 gallons of warm water with 6 oz of Bio Green Clean concentrate for a few hours or 
overnight. Scrub and rinse. Flush out the tubing with water. To get into those tight spots like 
tubing and fittings, we have heard from some happy customers that have used a Water Pic with 
a 3:1 dilution with great success. Compressed air works very well, also.
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Fittings, Pumps and Tubing
Detach from trays and reservoirs. Place in a 5 gallon bucket, laundry sink, etc. Fill with hot  
water and 4 oz of Bio Green Clean concentrate. Let soak for at least 1 hour. Scrub with soft 
brush or scrubby sponge. Rinse thoroughly. This will also help to preserve your pumps, tubing 
and fittings. This procedure is also excellent for cleaning fixtures, ballasts and all your equip-
ment. 
Everything looks and performs as if brand new! The life of your pumps will be greatly extended, 
as Bio Green Clean will keep them running in tip-top shape!

Foliage and Leaf Cleaner
Bio Green Clean can be used as an excellent foliage and leaf cleaner. Mix a light dilution (15:1;  
15 parts water to one part Bio Green Clean concentrate). Spray on each individual leaf and 
wipe with a damp sponge or soft cloth. This will leave your plant looking very shiny and healthy.

HID lights, Sodium Lights and all types of light fixtures 
Wipe the entire fixture with a sponge or soft cloth, using a 3:1 dilution. Polish with a clean  
soft cloth.

Hydroponics Equipment: The best and only cleaning product for all hydroponics equipment
Bio Green Clean is terrific for cleaning and maintaining trays, reservoirs, fixtures, pumps, 
tubing, benches, floors, filters, etc. Bio Green Clean will clean all your equipment; grow area, 
greenhouse  
and gardening equipment. Bio Green Clean will leave all your equipment spotless and looking 
brand new, while cutting cleaning time and effort dramatically. Keep in mind that when you 
keep all of your growing equipment and your growing area clean, your crop’s quality and yield 
will greatly improve. Bio Green Clean will cut your cleaning time and effort dramatically.

Hydroponics Nutrients Stains
Without question, Bio Green Clean  does the job! Simply spray, soak, scrub and rinse. Use a 2:1 
or a 3:1 dilution.

Hydroton® Pebbles
Remove pebbles from your growing container. Place in a 5 gallon bucket. Fill with hot water  
and 4 oz of Bio Green Clean concentrate. Let soak for at least 2 hours. While soaking, agitate  
thoroughly. Rinse completely. Repeat if necessary.

Meters: Cleaning TDS/PH Meters 
Spray Bio Green Clean  on meter wand. Use sponge to clean. Rinse thoroughly.

Trays, Reservoirs and all Hydroponics and Aeroponics Equipment Restoring and Cleaning 
Remove fittings and tubing (if desired). Hose off loose vegetable matter, debris, etc. Next, spray 
on Bio Green Clean. Use full strength concentrate for stains and stubborn grime, etc. Let soak 
for just a moment. Using a scrubby sponge, scrub away the build-up and rinse thoroughly with 
fresh water. Repeat if necessary.
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   Order & Shipping FAQs
Can you ship to multiple addresses?
At this time, you can only ship to one address per order. To ship to additional addresses, you 
must create a separate order. You can use the same or different payment information per order. 
It just must be a different order, where you can specify a different shipping address per order.

Unfortunately you cannot purchase at bulk discount prices and break it up to multiple  
addresses. The bulk order must be shipped to one address.

How do I edit or change my e-mail address?
Your e-mail address is linked to your order account. Unfortunately, you cannot change your user-
name, only the e-mail address for the account, for communication purposes. Therefore,  
it is recommended that when placing an order you create a new account with the new  
e-mail address.

How quickly is my order shipped? 
All orders are processed and shipped either the same or next business day. Delivery times will  
vary based on your location and UPS delivery times. Delivery usually takes 2-5 business days.

Is Bio Green Clean available in nationwide stores?
Bio Green Clean is available on very limited store shelves. The best way to order is through the  
website, mail or online on our website. You can also call our order hotline: 877.572.6516. We 
have included a mail-in order form in this User’s Guide, or, you can download and print a retail 
or wholesale order form. If you do not have access to a printer, that is OK. You can simply write 
a note explaining which products you wish to order. You can find the link on our site’s homepage:  
“Mail in Order Form” Please complete the form and send with your check or money order to:

Bio Green Clean, Attn: Order Dept. P.O. Box 211 Ward, CO 80481-0211

Styrofoam Packing Peanuts:  
Does Bio Green Clean use Styrofoam peanuts for packaging your products?
Absolutely not! While our shipping peanuts look similar to Styrofoam, they are not Styrofoam. Our 
peanuts are 100% derived from soy and corn and 100% biodegradable.

   Questions about Bio Green Clean
Acidity in Bio Green Clean: Is Bio Green Clean acidic? 
Bio Green Clean is not acidic. Bio Green Clean’s ph level in concentrate form is 8.3.

Cruelty Free: Is Bio Green Clean cruelty free? 
100% cruelty free! No animal testing of any kind, at any time. There is no need to do so.

Fragrances: does Bio Green Clean contain fragrances, dyes or perfumes?
Bio Green clean does not contain any annoying fragrances, perfumes, dyes or added scents.  
Bio Green Clean is an excellent cleaning product for people who are allergic or sensitive to  
many of the obnoxious odors that many conventional cleaners contain. Bio Green Clean does 
have a very slight, plant like odor.

Freezing: does freezing hurt the product? 
Freezing will not hurt the product. Bio Green Clean will freeze at 26 degrees F. If freezing does 
occur, gently thaw the container and check to see that the container does not leak from cracking 
or rupture.

Gluten: does Bio Green Clean contain any gluten?
No. Bio Green clean contains no gluten.
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Dilution Ratios
Adhesives 1:1

Air Filters See guide or
             www.biogreenclean.com/tips

Aluminum 3:1 up to 10:1

Appliances 3:1

Aquariums 3:1 

Ash Trays 3:1 

Auto Exterior 3:1 

Auto Interior 3:1 

Automotive Parts 3:1 

Baby Toys 3:1 

Beach Tar 2:1 

Beverage Stains 3:1 

Bicycles 3:1 

Birds 31:1 

Bird Cages 3:1 

Blinds 3:1 

Blood 3:1 

Boats 3:1 

Brass 3:1 

Bricks 3:1 

Bronze 3:1 

Bug Stains 3:1 

Cabinets 7:1 

Camping Gear 3:1 

Candle Wax 3:1 

Carpets See guide or
             www.biogreenclean.com/tips

Caulking 3:1

Ceiling Fans 3:1

Cement 3:1

Chrome 63:1 up to 127:1

Closets 3:1

Coffee Machines 3:1

Combs 3:1

Copier Toner 3:1

Countertops 3:1

Crayon marks 3:1

Curtains 3:1

Decks See guide or
             www.biogreenclean.com/tips

Dentures 3:1

Diaper Pails 3:1

Diapers 3:1

Dishes 3:1

Dishwashers 3:1

Disposals 3:1

Dogs 7:1

Doors 3:1

Door Frames 3:1

Drains 3:1

Drapes 3:1

Driveways 3:1

Dry Erase Boards 3:1

Dust 31:1

Engines 1:1

Exhaust Fans 3:1

Feces 3:1

Farm Equipment 3:1

Faucets 3:1

Fiberglass 3:1

Filters 3:1

Fish Odor 1:1

Floor Wax 3:1

Floors See guide or
             www.biogreenclean.com/tips

Food Prep areas 3:1

Food Stains 3:1

FormicaTM 3:1

Fruit Skin 31:1

Garage Floors 3:1

Garbage Cans 3:1

Garden Equipment 3:1

Glass See guide or
             www.biogreenclean.com/tips

Glue 2:1

Grass Stains 3:1

Grease 1:1

Grills  3:1

Grout 3:1

Gum 3:1

Hair Brushes 3:1

Hands 7:1

Hard Water Stains 3:1

Heel Marks 3:1

Industrial Machines 3:1

Ink 3:1

Jewelry 7:1

Kitchen Appliances 3:1

Laundry See guide or
             www.biogreenclean.com/tips

Lawn Furniture 3:1

Leather 7:1

Lipstick 3:1

Litter Boxes 3:1

Machinery 3:1

Markers 3:1

Makeup 3:1

Medicine Cabinet 3:1

Metal 3:1

Mini Blinds 3:1

Mirrors See guide or
             www.biogreenclean.com/tips 
 (glass cleaning)

Motor Oil 1:1

Musical Instruments 3:1

Odors 3:1

Office Equipment 7:1

Oil 1:1

Ovens (interior) 1:1

Paint Brushes 7:1

Pet Odors 3:1

Pets 7:1

Pet Stains 3:1

Plants 7:1

Plastic 3:1

Pool Filters See guide or
             www.biogreenclean.com/tips

Pools 3:1

Pressure Washers See guide or
             www.biogreenclean.com/tips

Range Hoods 3:1

Refrigerators (interior) 3:1

Restrooms 3:1

R/Vs 3:1

Rust Stains 3:1

Scuff Marks 3:1

Shoes 7:1

Shower Curtains 3:1

Shower Doors 3:1

Shower Tile 3:1

Sinks 3:1

Smoke Damage 3:1

Soap Scum 3:1

Soot 3:1

Stains 3:1

Stainless Steel See guide or
             www.biogreenclean.com/tips

Steel 3:1

Stovetops 3:1

Stucco 3:1

Stuffed Animals 15:1

Tar 1:1

Teeth 7:1

Tile 3:1

Tire Marks 3:1

Tobacco Stains 3:1

Tool Boxes 3:1

Toys 3:1

Tree Sap 1:1

Tubs 3:1

Upholstery 10:1

Urine Odor 3:1

Urine Stains 3:1

Varnish 3:1

Vents 3:1

Vinyl 7:1

Vinyl Auto Tops 7:1

Wallpaper 3:1

Walls 7:1

Water Damage 3:1

Wax 10:1

Windows See guide or
             www.biogreenclean.com/tips

Wood Floors See guide or
             www.biogreenclean.com/tips

Workshop Tools 3:1

Yard Equipment 3:1

Ingredients: what are Bio Green Clean’s ingredients?   
Bio Green Clean consists of purified water, vitamins, folic acid and enzymes extracted from  
edible seeds and seed bearing plants. Please see list below.

Material Safety Data Sheet:
http://biogreenclean.com/virtualoffice_files/MSDS_Sheet.pdf

Also, here is a list of additional basic ingredients:

Ingredient Source
Vitamin E Green Leafy Vegetables 
Aloe Vera Aloe Plant 
Citric Acid Citric Fruit 
Coconut Oil Coconut 
Corn Oil Grain 
Folic Acid Plant Based 
Glycerin Plant Based 
Purified H2O Element 
Safflower Oil Safflower Seeds 
Organic Kale Vegetable 
Amino Acids Vitamin Source 
Organic Alcohol Grains

Insects and Bio Green Clean
In order to obey certain FDA pesticide laws that do not allow claims to be made by an  
“unregistered pesticide”, Bio Green Clean can not claim any affect that it may or may not  
have on insects. We have noticed that insects “hate” Bio Green Clean!

Labels: is the product the same in the Household label vs. the Hydroponics label? 
Bio Green Clean has two different types of labels. A Household cleaning product label and  
a Hydroponics/Gardening Equipment cleaning product label.

                     The branding and logo are identical. The formulas found in the two different  
                                   labels are exactly the same. The only difference is the copy and the  
                                      instructions on the two different labels.

                                       Re-filling the 32 oz Ready-to-Use Spray Bottle
                                 The 32 oz Ready-to-Use spray bottle is pre-diluted at 3:1 (710 ml water:  
                              236 ml Bio Green Clean concentrate). To refill, mix 8 oz (236 ml) of Bio 
                            Green Clean concentrate and 24 oz (710 ml) of soft tap water or distilled 
                           water. For optimal results do not dilute with hard water. Most tap water is  
                           satisfactory for diluting. Well water is usually rather hard.

                          If your tap water is considerably “hard” water, it is suggested that you  
                          purchase inexpensive distilled water for diluting Bio Green Clean concentrate.

                                  Shelf-life of Bio Green Clean?
                               At least six to eight years! Bio Green Clean contains Vitamin E, which acts  
                                 as a natural preservative.

                                   Wear protective gear?
                                Wearing protective gear like gloves, goggles or masks are not necessary  
                                when using Bio Green Clean. It is a personal choice but not to worry!  
                                Bio Green Clean is safe... no poisons, no toxic fumes. As the labels state:
                                               “Caution: Avoid direct contact with eyes. In the case of  
                                                 accidental contact, flush eyes immediately with water.”


